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Introduction
Last spring, more than 5,000 Calgarians responded to our Better Budget Survey and engaged in community  
consultations to tell us what’s important. The policy asks detailed in this report are based on input that came directly 
from Calgarians. Vivic Research and Nick Falvo Consulting helped us compile your responses into this report. 
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A Better Budget means  
committing resources  
to these key issues:
1. Make our city more affordable (housing, childcare, etc.)

2. Create good, well-paying, and resilient jobs

3. Take action for Truth and Reconciliation 

4. Introduce new sources of revenue 

5. Invest in climate action for a liveable future

6. Strengthen the City’s community consultation process 

7. Expand and invest in public spaces 

https://www.calgarysfuture.ca/better-living
https://www.calgarysfuture.ca/better-jobs
https://www.calgarysfuture.ca/real-reconciliation
https://www.calgarysfuture.ca/better-revenue
https://www.calgarysfuture.ca/climate-action
https://www.calgarysfuture.ca/better-community
https://www.calgarysfuture.ca/better-spaces
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1 Make Calgary  
More Affordable

Soaring inflation is making it harder for Calgarians to live well and participate meaningfully in our communities. 
The costs of transportation, shelter, food, and recreation are rising the fastest.

PRIORITIES 

To make Calgary more affordable, reduce the cost of living, and support Calgarians amidst soaring inflation,  
a Better Budget includes the following policy asks: 

1. Eliminate user fees for recreation services. For example, eliminate recreation passes and summer camp fees. 

2. Update land use bylaw to enable more housing types and build complete communities, prioritize  
permit approval for affordable housing projects, and increase the transfer of municipal land to affordable  
housing projects.

3. Develop a retrofit incentive program to encourage the adaptive reuse of buildings.

4. Support densification in urban planning by converting offices into non-market housing and supportive 
programming, including programs for vulnerable residents (i.e., harm reduction in palliative care or distinct 
health needs for Indigenous peoples). 

5. Double the Family & Community Support Services funding to ensure fair, equitable, and timely access  
to services.

6. Create accessible city-run childcare spaces with flexible hours for every quadrant and the inner-city.
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BACKGROUND

Eliminating Fees
To reduce the cost of living, The City can eliminate user fees that download the cost of paying for public services 
to the individual. As of July 1, 2020, the Calgary Public Library moved to a permanent Fine Free model. Recreation 
services, such as public pools and tennis courts can easily adopt a similar fee-free model.

Affordable Housing
Increasing the available supply of affordable housing is critical to making Calgary accessible for everyone who lives 
here. In addition to increasing the supply of affordable housing, including housing options that include services 
and programs to support the various needs of Calgarians, the housing made available must be well located to ensure 
the highest impact. By updating land use by-laws to allow for greater housing density, The City can simultaneously 
take steps to house a greater number of Calgarians and reduce urban sprawl.

Efforts to increase urban density have already begun, and converting office space into housing is just one example 
of adaptive reuse of existing buildings. Density, as opposed to sprawl, facilitates the delivery of services  
to a greater number of residents and reduces concerns over the costly infrastructure expansions that are needed  
to connect new communities. 

Family and Community Support
The Family and Community Support Service Fund covers initiatives that provide information and access to social 
support, volunteer work, mentoring programs, programs for children, families, seniors, and much more. Doubling  
the fund would allow for the introduction of new initiatives to bridge gaps and ensure financial stability for  
existing programs. 

While many social and community services are funded through the Family and Community Support Service Fund, 
the City of Calgary does not run any public childcare spaces. 

Childcare
Ensuring that every child has access to safe early learning spaces regardless of household income requires The 
City to invest in opening and funding childcare spaces that can accommodate parents and caregivers who work 
nights and weekends, as well as children with disabilities.
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2 Create Good, 
Well-Paying, and  
Resilient Jobs

Diversifying the Calgary economy is essential to limiting its vulnerability to the boom-and-bust cycle experienced 
by the energy industry.

PRIORITIES 

To encourage economic development and the creation of more good, well-paying, and resilient jobs, a Better  
Budget includes the following policy asks: 

1. Fill employment shortages by hiring permanent, full-time staff. 

2. Hire 200 new full-time permanent transit operators.

3. Adopt a Living Wage for all staff, including full-time, part-time, and contractors.

4. Align procurement strategy with other city priorities, including anti-poverty objectives and climate change 
mitigation by keeping services entirely public and shifting focus from best price to highest social impact.

5. Provide access to diverse employment, including hours of employment, by opening essential city services 
for longer hours and introducing peer workers for services that support marginalized residents.

6. Increase support to small businesses in the form of grants to incentivize hiring individuals with barriers  
to employment.

7. Retrofit public buildings to include air filtration in line with public health objectives.
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BACKGROUND

More Full-Time Employment
One way that The City can encourage employment in other sectors is by ensuring that public sector employment 
is secure while maintaining efficient governance and making careful financial decisions.

Current hiring for city services has not kept pace with population growth. Between 2016 and 2021, the Calgary 
population grew by 5.5% and is now home to over 1.3 million people. When city services are underfunded, staff  
ratios are unable to keep up with the growing demand for services from the population, and larger workloads 
make The City a less desirable place to work. Therefore, The City of Calgary can support its objective to ensure 
that residents have access to good quality of life by creating full-time, permanent employment. 

Part-time work is likely to be more precarious for workers and given the high cost of living is unlikely to be enough 
for individuals to meet their needs and the needs of their households. In addition, full-time permanent work gives 
workers access to essential benefits such as Employment Insurance, paid sick days, pension funds, and other  
essential and stabilizing services that may not be accessible otherwise. 

Improving City Services
Filling employment shortages and increasing the number of positions to keep up with demand for services,  
extending hours of employment for city services, and bringing services that have been contracted out back  
in-house can help The City create employment and improve their delivery of city services. Shortages in transit 
operators will serve to improve the frequency of transit, returning the service to a pre-pandemic level. 

Impacts for Equity and Climate Change
Many of the policies that would serve to create new public sector employment would have positive impacts 
related to both equity and climate change. For example, keeping libraries open for longer hours means increased 
access to heating and cooling infrastructure, internet and computer access, and programming for individuals  
who rely on the public library for critical support. With the infrastructure already in place, implementing changes 
that can have significant positive impacts on the lives of Calgarians often comes down to simply requiring more 
workers, and hiring individuals with more diverse skill sets including peer workers and support workers. In addition, 
policies like retrofitting public buildings with air filtration systems are a way to ensure that the employment 
created by The City is safe and accessible for all workers, recognizing the prevalence of airborne diseases like 
COVID-19 and workplace transmission.

Living Wages
Ensuring that everyone employed by The City is paid a living wage is critical to ensuring that The City is providing 
viable alternative employment to high-paying roles in carbon-intensive industries. To support the transition  
towards green employment, workers must have the possibility of earning decent wages in good work conditions,  
in low-carbon jobs. 
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3 Take Action  
for Truth  
and Reconciliation

Calgary is located on the traditional Treaty 7 territories of the Blackfoot Confederacy (Siksika, Kainai, Piikani),  
the Tsuut’ina, Îyâxe Nakoda Nations & Métis Nation (Region 3). Despite our shared history, much of the colonial 
violence that the First Peoples of the region experienced is not well understood by non-Indigenous Calgarians.  
We need to recover the truth to ensure that the policies put forward by The City do not further entrench harm and 
dispossession against Indigenous Peoples’. 

PRIORITIES 

To bridge knowledge gaps and bring awareness to our shared history, a Better Budget includes the following policy 
asks to support the implementation of recommendations from the White Goose Flying Report: 

1. Enhance public sector staff training on Canada’s true history, intercultural competency, conflict resolution, 
human rights, anti-racism and Indigenous education.

2. Create in-house learning opportunities that demonstrate leadership on Indigenous awareness by developing 
a curriculum for school children through the Calgary Board of Education’s City Hall School. 

3. Fund awareness programming about the true history and legacy of residential schools in and surrounding 
Calgary, investigate St. Dunstan’s school cemetery, and deliver records through collaboration with libraries, 
museums, archives, and parks.

4. Create newcomer information kits that include a TRC handout that is distributed through immigrant  
serving agencies.
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BACKGROUND

White Goose Flying Report
Completed in May 2016, the White Goose Flying Report includes Calgary-specific reconciliation milestones  
in response to the 94 Calls to Action made in the final report of Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
While some recommendations have already begun to be implemented, a Better Budget asks for adequate  
investment and support for ongoing initiatives. 

Public Sector Staff Training
Public sector training on Indigenous issues and anti-racism must be continuously updated and the curriculum 
needs to be enhanced to reflect new learnings and understandings. Meaningful investment in cultural competency  
and anti-racism requires that the curriculum and information shared engage critically with the existing systems,  
including municipal government and all city services. Public officials and non-Indigenous Calgarians need to  
understand the implications of the settler colonial relationship which defines The City. 

Funding for Awareness Programming
Non-Indigenous Calgarians must also engage meaningfully in uncovering their shared history with Indigenous 
Peoples. Embedding teachings about Indigenous leadership, resistance, athletes, and artists is essential to ensuring 
positive representation. Historical accounts must meaningfully consider the entire history including recognition  
of St. Dunstan’s Residential School, one of four known residential schools in the Calgary area. Beyond school  
curriculums, these teachings must be accessible to all Calgarians, and information should be made available through 
libraries, museums, archives, and parks. 

Information Kits for Newcomers
Newcomer information kits that include a Truth and Reconciliation handout should be distributed through  
immigrant serving agencies. This initiative will help ensure that new Canadians are engaging with the shared  
history of these lands and that the information they receive is not based solely on colonial perspectives.
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4 Introduce New  
Sources of Revenue

Introducing new sources of tax revenue can diversify revenue sources for The City, and evidence from other  
Canadian cities shows that this revenue can have a significant impact on a city’s finances.

PRIORITIES 

To generate new sources of revenue, a Better Budget includes the following policy asks: 

1. Introduce a 1% vacancy tax on empty homes

2. Introduce a 0.5% Land transfer tax on property that’s transferred from one person to another 

3. Introduce a progressive property tax so people with more valuable homes pay higher tax rates

4. Introduce a 1% return of provincial corporate income to The City 

5. Introduce a 1% return of personal income tax from The Province to The City

6. Introduce a 1% return of Insurance Premium Taxation from The Province to The City

7. Introduce a 1% return of Tobacco/Cannabis Taxation from The Province to The City 

8. Introduce a 1% return of the Municipal Tourism Levy from The Province to The City 
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BACKGROUND

Making Changes a Reality
Not only does The City control daily operational spending and investments in infrastructure projects, it also has 
some control over ways The City can raise revenue. Generally, Alberta municipalities generate revenue through 
property taxes, user fees, and government transfers. Calgarians pay taxes to The City and the province, and that 
funding can be leveraged and redistributed more effectively to improve outcomes for all Calgarians. It is worth 
noting that the Municipal Government Act (MGA) prevents the municipality from running a deficit for annual  
operating expenses. The current regulations of the MGA cause municipalities to rely on provincial funding over 
which they have little control. As a result, municipalities prioritize operational spending over capital investments. 

Land Transfer and Vacancy Taxes
In Alberta, a land title fee is paid when a property is purchased and essentially acts as a registration fee. However, 
Halifax, Montreal, Quebec City, and Toronto have all introduced land transfer taxes which are levied when a property 
is transferred from one owner to another. In 2018, land transfer taxes generated an additional $27 million in Halifax 
and $730 million in Toronto. In Calgary, the introduction of a 0.5% land transfer tax based on the value of the 
property could generate an additional $67 million annually. Vacancy taxes, applied to underused residential  
properties, are designed not only to increase revenue but to reduce the number of empty homes while other  
Calgarians go without. 

Progressive Property Tax
The current property tax rate is not a progressive tax, meaning that all homeowners in Calgary pay the same tax 
rate regardless of the value of their home. Altering the structure of the property tax to imitate the design of  
income taxes would generate significant additional revenue without imposing a heavy burden on homeowners who 
own less expensive homes. Under our proposed structure, the property tax rate would not increase for individuals  
for whom the value of their home is in the lowest quartile, and residents with homes in the highest quartile would 
pay the same tax rate as any individual living in Red Deer. For everyone except those owning the most expensive 
20% of houses, all residents would pay a lower property tax value than individuals living in Edmonton. Introducing  
a progressive property tax is a way to ensure that lower-income residents are not tasked with paying relative  
higher taxes and ensures that those with the most resources are contributing the most. 

Remittances from the Province
Provincial tax remittances refer to the amount of tax revenue that is sent back from the province to the municipality. 
Calgary generates roughly 30% of all tax revenue for the province and remitting 1% of that revenue from corporate 
income taxes, personal income taxes, insurance premiums, tobacco and cannabis taxes, and municipal tourism 
levees can generate an additional $55 million in revenue for the City.
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5 Invest in  
Climate Action

Recognizing that the impacts of climate change are already being felt by Calgarians, policies are required  
to mitigate the worst outcomes of climate change while also helping Calgarians adapt to living in an increasingly 
unstable climate. The policies listed below suggest ways The City can prioritize climate change adaptation  
and mitigation by explicitly using climate and environment-related policies and social policies. The primary focus 
of the policies put forward in this section is supporting The City in building resilience in the face of climate change. 

PRIORITIES 

To invest in Climate Action for a just and liveable future, a Better Budget includes the following policy asks: 

1. Facilitate and support an information sharing, capacity-building, and skills training centre for  
climate action.

2. Establish a Net Zero Emissions Building Standard for new builds, renovations, and retrofits.

3. Incorporate climate mitigation and adaptation into new local area plans.

4. Develop a climate equity toolkit to help evaluate city projects and ensure our future is liveable and just. 

5. Develop central funding for climate-resilient infrastructure to support the incorporation of prioritized  
climate resilience measures in new facility/infrastructure development and existing facility/ 
infrastructure retrofits.

6. Integrate natural infrastructure into Calgary’s greater downtown through multifunctional stormwater  
infrastructure,a green network, and innovative climate solutions in the urbanized environment.

7. Develop a retrofit incentive program for tenants that allows non-owners to benefit from the improved 
energy performance and cost savings.

8. Develop a net zero emissions retrofit incentive program to support the greater downtown.
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BACKGROUND

Climate Justice
Climate justice means that climate change is understood to be a social, political, and environmental issue.  
Consequently, climate and social policy must recognize that climate change has unequal impacts on different 
communities, both within a city, country, and globally. For example, as extreme heat events become increasingly  
common, we know that the severity of the crisis will vary depending on whether a person has or does not have 
access to shelter, or access to air conditioning. 

Addressing Systemic Injustices
These policies must be implemented with careful consideration to prevent the further entrenchment of systemic 
injustices. For example, developing a climate equity toolkit will influence land use decisions that pertain to  
meaningfully curbing urban sprawl, transit planning, and access to green space by considering how those decisions 
impact the greenhouse gas emissions and the daily reality of Calgarians. Similarly, decisions on housing and social 
programs which strive to reduce disparities between neighbourhoods and households are critical to ensuring that 
all Calgarians can benefit from the progressive changes.
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6 Strengthen  
Community  
Consultation 

The City must meaningfully provide avenues for Calgarians to voice their concerns and see their input reflected  
in policy decisions.

PRIORITIES 

To strengthen Calgary’s community consultation process, a Better Budget includes the following policy asks: 

1. Invest in community-based participatory research programs to ensure that gaps and barriers are well 
understood and addressed appropriately.

2. Fund a full city-wide housing and land supply analysis, including vacant land and development capacity.

3. Reinstate the Civic Census.

4. Perform a city-wide audit of communities to identify gaps and barriers to creating complete communities.

5. Invest and reform the Engage Calgary program to act as an advocacy group for the public.

6. Prioritize funding proposals that have been developed in partnership with Calgarians  
experiencing vulnerabilities.
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BACKGROUND

Multiple Stakeholders
At any given point, The City must contend with demands coming from multiple stakeholders who often want  
completely different outcomes for their city. The 2022 Spring Pulse Survey found that only 47% of respondents  
trust The City, and 67% of respondents agree that The City practices open and transparent governance. The survey  
highlights that “citizen ratings of customer service have statistically declined from Fall 2021, with fewer Calgarians 
agreeing The City meets their service expectations, provides consistently high customer service, or responds 
quickly to requests and concerns.”

Providing Avenues for Input
The City must meaningfully provide avenues for Calgarians to voice their concerns and see their input reflected 
in policy decisions. Exercises like the bi-annual pulse surveys are extremely important, but only reach a small 
percentage of Calgarians. Reintroducing the Civic Census can ensure greater participation and awareness among 
community members. Investing in and reforming the Engage Calgary program will provide more meaningful  
opportunities for Calgarians to learn about and participate in City projects and initiatives. 
 

New Research and Engagement Based Employment
While the data collection processes like the Civic Census, audits, and housing and land supply analysis can support 
The City in better understanding the communities they serve, it is crucial that a diverse group of Calgarians  
is empowered to make decisions. Introducing new research and engagement-based employment at a city level  
reinforces citizen engagement as a priority for The City. 

Building Community Solidarity
Given the vast number of policies The City is responsible for designing, they must embed avenues for residents  
who live these policies to provide their perspective. Ensuring that residents feel heard and valued by their  
representatives is an important step towards building solidarity at a community level and breaking down the  
perception that everyone is solely responsible for themselves and their well-being. In addition, engaging citizens  
in problem-solving allows them to better understand the constraints faced by The City and the concerns  
expressed by other residents.
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7 Expand and Invest  
in Public Spaces

Public space can communicate a city’s values and priorities. By investing in the space, The City can encourage 
active living, community cohesion, and more.

PRIORITIES 

To expand and invest in public spaces that work for everyone, a Better Budget includes the following policy asks: 

1. Introduce a free public urban Wi-Fi network in outdoor spaces and public buildings belonging to The City.

2. Increase the tree canopy.

3. Introduce two entirely public indoor urban agriculture (vertical farming) locations in neighbourhoods with 
limited access to fresh foods. 

4. Create a permanent memorial in honour of all the Indian Residential School Survivors and thousands  
of children who never returned home.

5. Invest in traditional and contemporary Indigenous public art by funding a grant program for  
Indigenous artists.

6. Fund new healing centres and spaces for ceremonial, cultural, and commemorative activities.
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BACKGROUND

Public Urban Wi-Fi Network
Free public Wi-Fi, which has been introduced in cities such as Montreal and Vancouver, can attract tourists and 
residents to spend more time in public spaces and improve time spent on public transit. Public Wi-Fi is also  
a powerful tool for social inclusion as it allows marginalized Calgarians who might not have equal access to data  
or Wi-Fi to access essential information, resources, and opportunities. 

Increasing the Tree Canopy
Heat islands can be a barrier to spending time outdoors in The City. Increasing the tree canopy is already a priority 
of The City but adding an equity and climate justice lens to the procedure requires additional planning from The 
City. Tree canopy increases should target neighbourhoods currently providing the least tree canopy coverage. Tree 
canopy coverage is associated with many positive outcomes, including shade, cleaner air, higher property values, 
and less damage to roads and buildings. 

Urban Agriculture
Investing in urban agriculture spaces increases access to local fresh food and engages citizens in producing and 
distributing food. Not only can urban agriculture result in cost savings for families, reduce the environmental impact 
of providing food in cities, and preserve knowledge, but once expanded it can offer meaningful employment  
opportunities and bridge gaps between urban and rural communities. 

Public Art and Memorials
Investing in public art, particularly contemporary and traditional art done by Indigenous artists, increases Indigenous 
visibility in Calgary and beautifies shared areas. Similarly, the creation of a permanent memorial in honour of all 
the Indian Residential School Survivors and thousands of children who never returned home reaffirms the shared 
history of non-Indigenous Calgarians and the First Peoples of the region. 

Healing Centres
Introducing new healing centres and spaces for ceremonial, cultural, and commemorative activities further  
increases Indigenous visibility, empowers First Peoples to take space for healing, and creates space where the 
community can gather. 

Taken together, these initiatives can make public space a more enjoyable experience overall.




